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      AQUA DUCK’S TOP FIVE 
         HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE TIPS 
1:  Household Hazards include Corrosive Cleaners, Automotive Fluids, Batteries, Fluorescent Light Bulbs,
       Pesticides, Herbicides, and anything labeled DANGER, CAUTION, WARNING, TOXIC OR POISONOUS. 

2:   Use substitute products that are less toxic to reduce your exposure to hazardous materials.  

3:   Use up products before purchasing new to avoid having several containers of hazardous waste in your home.

4:   Buy the smallest quantity of product that will complete your job and reduce the amount of Household 
        Hazardous Waste you generate.

5:   Take unwanted Household Hazardous Waste to one of the six locations shown below.

GOT WASTE?
PUT IN THE RIGHT PLACE

Help your family find out where to take all your Household Hazardous Waste.  
Use your phone, tablet or computer and go to

www.SpokaneWasteDirectory.org

INFORMATION HOTLINE    (509) 477-6800
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SPOKANE AQUIFER JOINT BOARD
WWW.SPOKANEAQUIFER.ORG
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1-800-735-2377 

North County Transfer Station
22123 N. Elk-Chattaroy Road
Colbert, WA 99005

Waste to Energy Facility
2900 S. Geiger Boulevard
Spokane, WA 99224

Ramsey Transfer Station
3650 N. Ramesy Road
Coeur d’ Alene, ID 83815

Prairie Transfer Station
15580 W. Prairie Avenue
Post Falls, ID 83854

University Transfer Station
2405 N. University Road
Spokane Valley, WA 99206

Valley Transfer Station
3941 N. Sullivan Road
Spokane Valley, WA 99216



and reduce the 
amount of phosphorus 

used In house-hold 
cleaning products.

We’ve also 
managed to remove 
over 40,000 septic 

systems

“Once 
again 
you’ve 

saved the 
Aquifer, 
our vital 

source of 
drinking 
water.”

“Great work everyone
 defeating SLUDGE and his minions 

TOXIE AND SLICK.”

Aquifer defence 
force base.

“keep up 
the gREAT 

work.”

People are disposing 
of their hazardous 

waste at the six
regional transfer

stations in Washington 
and IDAHO.

Thank you Mayor, 
We couldn’t have 

done it without the 
help of our local 

community. 

That went 
well.

WWW.KSPS.ORG 
1-800-735-2377 



He’s built 
some kind of 

weapon and he 
plans to use it on 

the aquifer.

there’s no 
time to lose. 

We must protect 
the aquifer!

He’s amassing harmful 
containments such as 
deicers, fertilizers, 

pesticides, oils and old 
pharmaceuticals. 

Then let’s 
get started!

But how 
do we find 

him?

do you 
guys hear 
something?

Otto joins the team 
with urgent news. our victory over 

sludge is encouraging...
but new challenges 

still lie ahead. We’ve just 
received some 

intel on the super 
villian HAZ. 



there he is!

HAZ!

How 
perceptive 

you are 
AQUA DUCK, 

You’ll never 
get away with 

this HAZ. The Aquifer 
defenSe force 

will stop you.

And once I 
defeat you 

with my mighty 
HAZORD...

you’ll watch 
helplessly while 

I contaminate your
 precious aquifer.

the massive robot HAZORD 
smashes through the wall.

inside the head of the
 mechanical monolith 

 haz tightens his grip.



You’re no match 

for hazord’s 

ToxiClaw.

you seem very 
confident for someone 

about to witness the demise 
of their aquifer.

I’ll get to 

the SCRAMBLER 
and provide air 

support with the 

freeze ray.

I’ll get to the 

STOMPER and 
provide ground 

support with the 

rocket winch.

I’ll stay 
here and 

diagnose a 
weakness.

toxiclaw 
is draining my 

strength.



Good 
Shot Buck.

 
dang. It 

stalled out my 
hydro powered

stomper.

use your 
rocket winch 
to slow em 

down.

the hydro powered 
stomper and scrambler 
roar into action.

Wow!
Look at the 
size of that 

thing.

I got em 
hooked. 

Where you 
want him?



that was close, 
diagnostic scan 

shows a weakness,

buck 
look out!

wait, what?

one serious 
jolt should knock 
him out. Wait till he 

slips up in his 
defense anD....

That’s it! 
Otto you’re 

a genius!

a control 
panel on the

 back of its head, 

to break
 free!

charging 
hydro 

power...

STOMPER
 Eject 
Driver!

What’s this? 
A new toy.



AQUA 
DUCK 

GEt clear!

What shall 
I use first? deicers, fertilizers, 

pesticides, oils or 
old pharmaceuticals.
no wait I’ll mix them all 

together for a real
 toxic soup.

aqua duck swoops in to 
investigate the fallen robot.

mallory blasts an ice patch
with the scrambler’s freeze ray.

HAZ! 

He’s gone!



“Thanks for 
all your 

hard work 
converting

HAZORD into 
the friendly 
ENVIROBOT.”

two weeks 
later.

copy 
that.

Wherever you are HAZ, 
the Aquifer Defense 
Force will be there 

to stop you.

“ok buck, 
all systems 

are go!”

we couldn’t have 
done it without 

the help of the many 
STEM* students.

students who 
are engineering 

the data gathering 
technology of 

tomorrow.

they converted 
the toxic spray into a 
high powered vacuum. 
Now we can suck up 

harmful contaminants 
and protect our

aquifer.

*science, 
technology, 

engineering and 
mathematics.



aquifer: any geological formation containing or conducting 
ground water, especially one that supplies the water for wells.

pollution: the introduction of harmful substances or products into 
the environment.

hazard: something causing unavoidable danger,peril, risk, or difficulty.

oil: refined or crude petroleum.

nitrate: fertilizer consisting of potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate.

toxic: acting as or having the effect of a poison.

source: the origin of our drinking water is the sole source aquifer.

technology: the creation and use of technical means and their 
interrelation with life, society, and the environment.



It’s Beneath 
 You!

Don’t Pollute
Our Water...

Protect our Aquifer and 
take one of our virtual 

field trips at

www.spokaneaquifer.org

MALLORY

AQUA DUCK

OTTO

BUCK

WWW.KSPS.ORG 
1-800-735-2377 

SPOKANE AQUIFER JOINT BOARD
WWW.SPOKANEAQUIFER.ORG


